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Many Messages/Forever Greenery   
3-2-1 Stamp FaceBook Live Weds March 1, 2021 

 
 

Stamp Sets 
o Many Messages (#154510) 
o Forever Fern (152559) 

 
Ink, Markers, & Other Colouring Options 

o Pretty Peacock Ink Pad (150083) 
o Shaded Spruce Ink Pad (147088) 
o Versamark Ink Pad (102283) 

 
Cardstock, Designer Series Paper, etc. 

o Pretty Peacock (150880) 
o Basic Black (121045) 
o Basic White (159276) 
o Forever Greenery Designer Series Paper (152492) 

 
Accessories 

o Adhesives: Black Dimensionals (150893); Stampin’ Seal  
All images © 1990-2021 Stampin’ Up!®         (152813); Holiday Gemstone Basic Jewels (150457); 
             Double Oval Punch (154242); Greenery Embossing Folders  
            (152716); Gold Stampin’ Emboss Powder (109129);  

                   Heat Tool (129053) 
 
Measurements:   

o Pretty Peacock Card Base: 8-1/2” x 5-1/2”, plus 1”x 4” plus a scrap for greeting 
o Basic Black:    3-1/4” square, 3-7/8” square for inside of card plus scrap for  

     scalloped oval 
o Basic White:    3-3/4” square for inside of card     
o Forever Greenery DSP:    2-7/8” square”  

   
Instructions: 

1. Score the Pretty Peacock Card base at 4-1/4” on the long side and crease well. Position the card 
base in the paper trimmer so that it open fully with the bottom of the card front facing you. Position 
so the left edge of the card lines up at 1-1/4” and use the cutting blade to cut ONLY from the 
bottom of the card, up towards the horizontal score line and STOP there. 

2. Emboss the 1”x4” Pretty Peacock piece in the Embossing folder and adhere to the 1-1/4”x4-1/4” 
flap on the front of the card. 

3. Add Versamark Ink JUST to the “”Just a card to say Hello” greeting of the Many Messages stamp. 
Line up the scrap of Pretty Peacock and gently press into the stamp; rub to distribute ink well. 

4. Add Gold Embossing power to the entire surface of the inked surface and shake off excess and 
return to container. Using Heat tool, heat the under surface for a few seconds. I find this warms 
the cardstock and prevents significant warping. Heat the top surface and watch the magic as the 
Embossing Powder melts. Punch out the greeting with the solid line oval punch. 

5. Punch the scalloped circle shape out of the scrap of Basic Black and glue the greeting on top. 
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6. Place the piece of DSP in your Paper Trimmer and trim off 1” from 
the left edge. Turn this 1” piece clockwise a one-quarter turn and 
trim off 3/4” off the right edge as positioned in the trimmer. Take the 
remaining piece of DSP and trim 3/4” off the bottom edge (see video 
and pictures). 

7. Adhere the pieces of DSP to the 3-1/4” Basic Black square as in the 
video and pictures. Adhere to the card front. Note the bigger flap on 
the front measures 4-1’4” square so centering is easy. 

8. Stamp the double small leaf images with Shaded Spruce ink in the 
right lower corner of the Basic White piece. Stamp the round leaf 
image between the two leaf images using Pretty Peacock ink. Adhere 
to the 3-7/8” Basic Black square and adhere into the inside of the 
card. 

9. Take the greeting layer and add Black Dimensionals to the back and 
adhere to the card front (see video & picture for placement). 

10. Add a Shaded Spruce Holiday Rhinestone to the greeting layer.  
11. Add your personalized greeting to the inside of the card; stamp an 

envelope as desired and give to someone special in your life. 
Everybody needs a little love in their mailbox! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


